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WHO WE ARE

SELECTED EXPERTISE

In a world dominated by technical dabblers and firms that claim to be 
highly qualified in almost every field; Liberty’s focus is laser sharp and 

our requisite skills make us different.

For the past three decades we have concentrated on effectively diagnosing and permanently 
solving moisture intrusion, mold problems, building material failures, demands of 
construction litigation, and cost recovery needs. 

What this means to you is that our “true experts” are specialists with concentrated 
experience who have probably SOLVED.FIXED.PREVENTED.RECOVERED your problem 
dozens of times before.

• Wrote the first LEED and green design 
/ construction risk avoidance paper for 
NCARB

• Diagnosed and solved the most difficult 
condensation, high humidity, indoor 
air quality, and mold problems in every 
climate, worldwide

• Worked with corrosion-related building 
failures and water intrusion issues for 
over two decades

• Resolved over $100M of HVAC / 
plumbing piping failures

• Assisted global companies in protecting 
their real estate portfolio through 
custom mothballing, layaway, and 
decommissioning techniques

• Solved the U.S. Air Force’s and Disney’s 
most complex indoor air quality 
problems

• Conducted state-of-the-art building 
envelope commissioning and repairs for 
air, water, and vapor problems, including 
QA/QC services not offered by others

• Effectively integrated building envelope 
and HVAC-related building pressurization 
avoidance and repairs

• Resolved building product deficiencies 
such as Chinese drywall failure, CPVC 
piping, and HVAC mastics

• Touted by an attorney as one of best 
testifying experts he’d ever had



If your problem involves moisture, mold, material failures, or 
construction litigation in buildings, Liberty’s staff has likely solved it 

successfully dozens of times before.

WHAT WE DO
• The Walt Disney Corporation has retained Liberty’s staff since 1981 to assist with their 

highly complex construction on over 500 worldwide projects, including those at Walt 
Disney World, EuroDisney, Hong Kong Disneyland, Disney’s Caribbean island (Castaway 
Cay), Disney’s Hawaii Resort (Aulani), and Disneyland California.

• Liberty’s staff has solved the most complex and demanding construction litigation 
problems in the country, including: the $200MM Louisiana Superdome roof failure 
(2006), the $60MM Hilton Hawaiian Village repair (2002-2004), the $20MM Martin 
CountyCourthouse repair (1994), and the $40MM Polk County Courthouse repair 
(1993). In all of these cases, the repairs were permanent and our clients recovered 
much (or all), of their costs.

• Liberty’s staff has authored seven manuals on moisture/mold avoidance and remedial 
correction. The clients that have retained us to write these manuals include: the U.S. 
Navy, Walt Disney World, and the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards 
(NCARB - the organization that trains registered architects Worldwide). Over 75,000 of 
these manuals have been distributed worldwide.

• Liberty’s staff has received national awards for project performance (such as the 
“Commanding General’s Award’’ for outstanding performance at the Hale Koa Hotel, 
Hawaii and five awards for outstanding technical publications. If clearly articulating 
your position is important, then Liberty’s staff has repeatedly demonstrated this skill.

• In 1991 Liberty’s staff wrote Disney’s ‘’best practices” manual that has been updated 
and is still used today. Only a firm that consistently exceeds expectations can serve as 
a 30-year consultant for one of the world’s most sophisticated building owners on their 
most demanding projects around the globe.
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ABOUT US

PHILOSOPHY

As the leading building forensics firm responsible for solving some of 
the world’s largest, most complex building failures, Liberty 

specializes in moisture & mold problems.

Boasting a combined 200 years of experience in solving construction and design 
deficiencies in over 4,000 projects, Liberty’s experts have assisted clients in recovering 
over $500 million through researching complex moisture-related insurance claims, 
determining appropriate allocations, and effectively communicating our findings.

Our philosophy is that avoiding problems before they happen is always the best approach. 
A recognized leader in helping clients design and construct complex, sustainable green 
buildings, Liberty proactively addresses possible failures of those same projects. Our 
clients have successfully built over $8 billion in construction as a result of our problem 
avoidance peer reviews. 
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